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Abstract
Nepali Barnamala consists of 36 consonants, 12 vowels, and 10 Nepali digits. Among them,
this paper uses the 36 consonants and 10 Nepali digits for the recognition using machine
learning-based algorithm mainly: Support Vector Machine (SVM), K-Nearest Neighbors
(KNN), Random Forest (RF), and several architectures of neural networks. In this paper,
different kernel tricks of SVM with different regularization parameters have been used to
train the model and have compared their accuracy and F1-score. In KNN, accuracy and
F1-score are compared with different values of K and distance metrics. In Neural Networks,
training accuracy, training loss, validation accuracy, and validation loss are compared with the
different numbers of hidden layers’ regularization parameters and learning rate. Different
hyperparameters of random forest are changed and compared to their corresponding result.
This paper uses the Kaggle dataset of school students’ Nepali handwritten characters. The
dataset is CSV format with 78,200 rows for forty-six different classes with 1024 (32*32
image size) columns plus one column for a label of characters for training and 13,800 rows for
testing. For handwritten Nepali Barnamala recognition, the best average accuracy is 93.51%
of neural networks with four hidden layers.
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1. Introduction
Handwriting recognition has been studied for many
years by researchers in the field of machine learning
and pattern recognition and their many approaches are
proposed. Handwriting recognition is a fairly complex
problem, and even now there is no single approach that
solves it efficiently and completely in every context [1].
The writing pattern of the Nepali language is diverse in
terms of syntax and semantic. Devanagari script is the
main domain of the Nepali language which reading and
writing fashion is left to right. Handwritten characters
or word recognition is the process to convert the image
of the handwritten characters to the respective charac-
ter text. This conversion process is one of the major
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tasks in the field of machine learning and deep learning.
Handwritten Nepali Barnamala recognition has many
applications in the government office records keeping
and analysis system, ancient document digitization sys-
tem, bank check identification and verification system,
etc. Nepali Handwritten Barnamala recognition is the
major task of digital technology to recognize handwrit-
ten characters as input from different sources such as
handwritten papers or images; printed documents or
images; or input from other digital means. In the hand-
writing recognition process, a handwritten image con-
taining Nepali Barnamala must be provided and must
perform the preprocessing steps such as grayscale con-
version, image filtering, binarization and thresholding
of images [2]. And then the image either undergoes seg-
mentation or feature extraction process. The extracted
features feed into the proposed model to train the model
for handwritten barnamala recognition and then finally
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testing is conducted to verify the result.
Nepali, Sanskrit, Hindi, and other several languages are
derived from the Devanagari script which is one of the
oldest ancient scripts. Nepali language is very common
andwidely spoken in Nepal and it is the official language
of Nepal. Even though a lot of effort has been applied for
handwritten character recognition for English and other
languages, there are very few papers have researched
Nepali handwritten barnamala recognition [3]. Thus, to
fulfill the need for research for an efficient algorithm to
recognize Nepali handwritten barnamala is considered
under this paper.
However, many academicians and researchers are re-
searching the field of Handwritten character recogni-
tion, no researchers have been achieved a hundred per-
cent accuracy. I Khandokar et al. in [4] researched
handwritten digits recognition for the NIST (National
Institute of Standards and Technology) dataset using
a Convolutional Neural Network. In this approach,
the researcher had employed two convolutional layers
with max-pooling and cascading with two fully con-
nected layers. The maximum accuracy achieved is
92.91% when the training images are 1000. Narayan
and R. Muthalagu et al. [5] implemented a Convolu-
tional Neural Network (CNN) for Image character recog-
nition. The Chars74K dataset was used for training
and test in the ratio of 80:20. In this research, the re-
searcher had employed two convolutional layers with
max-pooling and cascading with one fully connected
layer. The accuracy of their test is reported as 97.59%.
In [6] Samay Pashine et al. used Machine learning
algorithm-SVM, Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP), and
CNN for digit recognition on the MNIST dataset (Mod-
ified National Institute of Standards and Technology
database). The groups of researchers obtained an accu-
racy of three models as SVM accuracy: 93.77%, MLP
accuracy 98.85%, and CNN accuracy 99.31%.

2. Methodology
2.1. Dataset
Nepali Barnamala has 36 Baynjanbarnas, 12 Swarbar-
nas, and 10 digits. In this research, only 36 Baynjanbar-
nas and 10 digits have been used for training and test
purpose. Kaggle dataset “Nepali Barnamala Handwrit-
ten CSV format Dataset” is used for training and test
purposes. This dataset contains 36 consonants charac-
ters "Ka" to "Gya" and ten-digit characters from zero
to nine. It has two CSV files - training and test dataset.
The CSV has total 1025 columns: 32*32 [image size] =
1024 columns for image information and one for label
of the image. The label for “Ka" is 0 and "Kha" is 1 and
so on. The label of digit zero is 36 and digit one is 37

and so on. The training CSV dataset, screenshot shown
in Figure 1, contains 1700 * 46 = 78200 rows and 1025
columns. Similarly, the test CSV file contains 300 * 46
= 13800 rows and 1025 columns. All characters of the
dataset are as follows:

Figure 1: CSV data of Nepali Handwritten Characters

The image view of some of the characters from the CSV
training dataset is shown in the Figure 2.

Figure 2: Image view of the CSV data of Nepali hand-
written characters

2.2. Training algorithms
2.2.1. Support Vector Machine (SVM)
SVM is a tutor-based algorithm called a supervised
algorithm. SVM equally focuses on classification-based
problems and regression-based problems; however, it
has more application for classification-based problems.
Both linear and nonlinear data can feed into the SVM
model for classification and regression [7]. The SVM
always finds a hyperplane to separate one class from
another. In SVM, the number of features or attributes
of the data plays a key role. If data has a d number of
features, then it is called d-dimensional space. If d is
two it is called two-dimensional space and the straight
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line works as a hyperplane for classification. If d is
three, the hyperplane is a plane to separate tuples of one
class from another.
The hyperplane should be as far as possible from any
data points. If we have made a small error in the loca-
tion of the hyperplane, this gives us the least chance
of causing a misclassification. Linear SVM is the sim-
plest kind of SVM with a maximum margin [7]. The
maximum margin is determined by the support vectors,
which are the data points closest to the separating hyper-
plane. Therefore, SVM is much less prone to overfitting,
robust to outliners, and has a strong generalization abil-
ity than other methods. SVM has many applications
in machine learning and computer vision fields such as
image classification, handwriting character recognition,
and classification, medicine and bio-sequence analysis,
and stock market prediction, etc. The SVM gained pop-
ularity as a result of its success in handwritten digit
recognition, with a test error rate of 1.1 percent. This
is the same as the error rates of LeNet 4, a well-built
neural network.
A kernel is nothing more than a comparison of data
points. Kernel trick is used for non-linearly separable
data. A kernel trick is a process to map the non-linearly
separable data into higher dimensional space. For exam-
ple, there are two-dimensional non-linearly separable
data that by using kernel trick this data can be trans-
formed into three-dimensions space where the data be-
comes linearly separable. As a result, it can be mapped
any non-linearly separable data of any dimension to a
higher dimension and then make linearly separable. In
d-dimensional feature space, a kernel function is defined
as a function that corresponds to the dot product of two
feature vectors. The kernel function merely needs to
compute and does not need to do it explicitly in high-
dimensional space [7]. Finally, the kernel function deter-
mines how similar the points in the newly transformed
feature space are.
There are several kernel functions, this paper only used
three of them:

• Linear Kernel

It is a very simple and easiest type of kernel, and
it’s usually one-dimensional. When there are sev-
eral features, the linear kernel works as the best
kernel function. The text classification problems
have several features and they are linearly sepa-
rable, so the linear kernel is usually preferred for
text recognition or classification. In comparison
to other kernel functions, the linear kernel is very
fast. Linear kernel formula is given in Equation 1
K(xi, xj) =SUM(xi, xj) (1)

Here xi, xj represents the data objects for classi-fication and K is the Kernel function.
• Radial Basis Function Kernel (RBF)

The default kernel trick is RBF for the SVM. The
RBF calculates the similarity in the transformed
feature space between an exponentially decaying
function of the distance between the support vec-
tors and the original input space.

K(xi, xj) = e−(xi−xj )2
0 ⩽  ⩽ 1

(2)

Here xi, xj represents the data objects for classi-fication. The most common value of gamma is
0.1.

• Polynomial Kernel

The ‘degree’ parameter of the polynomial kernel
influences the model’s complexity and computing
cost of the transformation. The default degree is
3 for SVM.

K(xi, xj) = (1 + xi.xj)d (3)
Here xi, xj represents the data tuples trying to
classify and d denotes the degree of a polynomial.

2.2.2. Random Forest (RF)
The Random Forest is a supervised Machine Learning
technique that uses decision trees to do classification,
regression, and other tasks. Random forest is an ensem-
ble method that employs decision trees as its foundation
classifiers and manipulates its input features. Manipula-
tion of input features can be used to create an ensemble
of classifiers. Each training set is made up of a sub-
set of input features in this method. The subset might
be picked at random or based on domain experts’ rec-
ommendations. Random forest is an ensemble method
intended primarily for decision tree classifiers [8]. It
combines the predictions of numerous decision trees,
each of which is based on the values of a separate col-
lection of random vectors.
Suppose there are N numbers of training samples and
d numbers of features in the data. The steps taken to
implement a Random Forest are as follows [8]:

i Select the N1 number of samples from the train-
ing data set randomly with replacement.

ii Select d1 features randomly and whichever fea-
ture gives the best split is used to split the node.

iii At the next node, choose other d1 features ran-
domly from all features and do the same.
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iv The tree is grown to the largest.
v Repeat steps P times and prediction is based on
the majority voting. Whichever class label gets
the majority vote, random forest predicts that
class label.

2.2.3. K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN)
In Machine Learning, KNN is one of the most basic
supervised learning algorithms. Pattern recognition,
data mining, and intrusion detection are all areas where
they can be used. KNN classifiers work by comparing
a given test tuple to training tuples that are similar to it.
There are several attributes to characterize the training
tuples. Each tuple represents an n-dimensional feature
space [9]. A KNN classifier explores the pattern for the
K training tuples that are closest to the unknown tuple

when given an unknown tuple. These K training tuples
are the unknown tuple’s K "nearest neighbors."
The value of K and the distance matrices are two crucial
elements to consider while using the KNN. The value
of K is determined by the model’s error rate. To get the
right number for K, start with K= 1 and utilize a test set
to estimate the classifier’s error rate. This technique can
be done as many times as necessary by increasing K to
accommodate one more neighbor [9]. The K value that
yields the lowest error rate can be chosen. The larger
the number of training tuples, the higher the value of
K will be in general. Minkowski distance is the most
extensively used distance matric for the KNN. It’s a
combination of the Euclidean and Manhattan distances
together. Minkowski distance is defined as in Equation
4

d(i,j) = ℎ
√

|xi1 − xj1|ℎ + |xi2 − xj2|ℎ + ... + |xip − xjp|ℎ (4)

Where h is a real number. If h = 1 it becomes the Man-
hattan distance and if h = 2 it becomes the Euclidean
distance.
2.2.4. Neural Network (NN)
A neural network is a computing system that consists of
several simple, highly interconnected processing com-
ponents that process data based on their dynamic state
responses to external inputs. Neural networks are a great
tool for solving a variety of real-world issues. They can
learn from their mistakes to enhance their performance
and adapt to changing circumstances. They can also
deal with incomplete or noisy data, making them par-
ticularly useful in circumstances where it is difficult to
identify the rules or procedures that lead to a problem’s
solution.
This paper has used the dense neural network. It has
focused on five important parameters of dense neural
networks such as number of hidden layers, number of
neurons in the hidden layer, regularization parameter,
activation function, and learning rate.
2.3. Activation function
2.3.1. Softmax activation function
SoftMax expands the concept into a multi-class envi-
ronment. In a multi-class problem, SoftMax assigns
decimal probabilities to each class. It’s the activation
function that isn’t linear. The SoftMax function is best
employed at the classifier’s output layer, where we’re
attempting to define the class of each input using proba-
bilities. The SoftMax function is defined as in Equation
5

�( ⃖⃖⃗Z)i = ezi
∑K
j=1 ezj

(5)

Where,
� = Softmax
ezi = Exponential function for input vector
⃖⃖⃗Z = Input vector
ezj = Exponential function for output vector
K = Number of classes
2.3.2. ReLU activation function
ReLU stands for Rectified Linear Unit and it is a non-
linear activation function. It is the most popular acti-
vation function for the hidden layer. ReLU has simple
and very few mathematical operations with comparison
to tanh and sigmoid activation functions. The ReLU
function is defined as in Equation 6 and represented as
in Figure 3.

y =max(0,x) (6)

3. Result and discussion
To conduct this research,8th Generation Intel i7 Pro-
cessors with four cores and 8GB of RAM have been
used to run code through a Jupiter notebook of the Ana-
conda environment. All four models- KNN, SVM, RF,
and NN are trained one after another to complete this
research.
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Figure 3: ReLU activation function

The main objective of this research is to tune the hy-
perparameters to improve the accuracy of handwritten
Nepali Barnamala recognition using CSV data of a pre-
processed image as an input. In addition to this, train the
CSV data by using SVM, RF, KNN, and NNs models.
In each model, different combinations of hyperparam-
eters have been tuned to obtain the best results. All
the combinations of hyperparameters of respective al-
gorithms are shown in Table 1 2, 3 and graph in Figure
4.
All the models had been tested on the test dataset after
the completion of the training phase. The performance
evaluation matrix for all models - SVM, Randon Forest,
and KNN was accuracy and F1-score. In this research,
there is a total of forty-five different handwritten charac-
ters for recognition. So, this paper had only included the
average accuracy and average F1-score rather than the
individual scores of each handwritten character.
Table 1: The performance of SVM for different kernels
and regularization values.

S.N. Kernel Regularization
Parameter (C)

Avg.
Acc.

Avg.
F1-Score

1 Linear 0.1 77.19 0.77
2 Linear 1 76.78 0.76
3 Linear 50 76.78 0.76
4 Linear 500 76.78 0.76
1 rbf 0.1 80.35 0.80
2 rbf 1 84.01 0.84
3 rbf 50 87.48 0.87
4 rbf 500 87.48 0.87
1 poly 0.1 65.31 0.65
2 poly 1 79.36 0.79
3 poly 50 82.09 0.82
4 poly 500 82.09 0.82

The C parameter uses to manage the SVM optimization.
For large values of C, the optimization will select a
hyperplane with a smaller margin. A small value of
C, on the other hand, will cause the optimizer to select
for a larger-margin separating hyperplane, whether or
not it misclassifies more points. The SVM with “RBF”
kernel and C=500 has the best accuracy compared to

other hyperparameters.
Table 2: The performance of Random Forest classifier
with hyperparameters: number of trees in the forest,
best split criteria, and the number of features to consider
when looking for the best split.

S.N. K No. of
Trees

Best
Split
Criteria

Avg.
Acc.

Avg.
F1-
Score

1 51 “gini” “auto” 87.82 0.88
2 51 “gini” “log2” 87.06 0.87
3 51 “entropy” “auto” 88.60 0.89
4 51 “entropy” “log2” 87.59 0.88
1 101 “gini” “auto” 89.60 0.90
2 101 “gini” “log2” 89.02 0.89
3 101 “entropy” “auto” 89.92 0.90
4 101 “entropy” “log2” 89.36 0.89
1 151 “gini” “auto” 90.34 0.90
2 151 “gini” “log2” 89.82 0.90
3 151 “entropy” “auto” 90.61 0.91
4 151 “entropy” “log2” 90.40 0.90
1 251 “entropy” “auto” 90.81 0.91
Where K represent Kernel.

The number of trees to create a random forest is used
51,101, 151, and 251. The best attribute selection
method is used both the Gini index and entropy method.
The number of maximum features taken to select the
best attribute is the auto or log2 method.

• If ’auto’, then maximum_ features=sqrt(number
of features).

• If ’log2’, then maximum_ features=log2(number
of features).

The Random forest with hyperparameters such as 251
number of trees, entropy-based best attribute split crite-
ria, and ’auto’ method to select the maximum number
of features to build a tree has given the best average
accuracy of 90.81%.
Table 3: The performance of SVM for different kernels
and regularization values.

S.N. No. of
Nearest
Neigh-
bor

Distance
Metric

Avg.
Acc.

Avg.
F1-
Score

1 3 Manhatten 88.69 0.89
2 3 Euclidean 89.77 0.90
3 5 Manhatten 88.46 0.88
4 5 Euclidean 89.77 0.90
5 7 Manhatten 88.15 0.88
6 7 Euclidean 89.16 0.89

This research has used two different metrics to compute
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Figure 4: Error rate vs. number of K using distance
matric = “Euclidean”

the similarity between the handwritten characters for
KNN. From fig 3, it is concluded that KNN has the
minimum error rate for K=3 when the distance matric is
Euclidean distance. From the six different combinations
of hyperparameters, it is concluded that KNN has the
highest average accuracy 89.77% when distance matric
is Euclidean and K=5.
This research has built six different models of Neural
networks. Among them, the best model has the highest
test average accuracy is 93.51%, and minimum training
loss 0.6476 represented in Figure 5 and 6. The first
three models have suffered from the overfitting problem.
The overfitting problem was solved by using the l1 and
l2 regularization in kernel and bias. The learning rate
is also decreased from 0.001 to 0.00019 to reduce the
overfitting problem. In addition, this research has also
reduced the number of neurons in the hidden layer from
1024 to 300 gradually and finally resolve the overfitting
problem.
3.1. Testimony images
The following characters are randomly selected from
the test dataset and correctly predicted by our models
as shown in Figure 7.

4. Conclusion
This research has implemented four different models:
Support Vector Machine, KNN, Random Forest, and
Neural Network for handwritten Nepali Barnamala
recognition. This paper mainly focused to compare
them based on their average accuracy and F1-score
value. It is found the neural network has the highest aver-
age accuracy compare to rest three models. The highest
accuracy of the neural network is 93.51%, while SVM
average accuracy is 87.84% with “RBF” kernel and
C=500; Random Forest has average accuracy is 90.81%,
and KNN has average accuracy is 89.77%. Even though

Figure 5: The training and test accuracy vs. Number of
epochs when the hyperparameter is set as kernel_ regu-
larizer = regularizers l1_ l2 (l1=1e-4,l2=1e-3), bias_
regularizer = regularizers.l2 (1e-3), batch size = 256
and learning_ rate = 0.00019 with four hidden layers of
the Neural network model.

Figure 6: The training and test loss vs. Number of
epochs when the hyperparameter is set as kernel_ regu-
larizer = regularizers.l1_ l2 (l1=1e-4, l2=1e-3), bias_
regularizer = regularizers.l2 (1e-3) , batch size = 256
and learning_ rate = 0.00019 with four hidden layers of
the Neural network model.

Figure 7: Randomly Selected testimony images

the average accuracy of the model is between 87.84%
to 93.51%, the average accuracy of handwritten digits
recognition is in the range of 91% to 98% for different
models with different hyperparameters.
During the model training process, it is found that SVM
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took almost five to six hours to train the complete model,
whereas Random Forest took just four to six minutes to
train the complete model. Depending on the number of
hidden layers and number of neurons in the hidden layer,
the neural networks just take four to ten seconds per
epoch. The obtained average accuracy for all handwrit-
ten characters is considerably better than the previous
state-of-art methods.
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